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Chapter 99: This last chapter lists features that are not implemented with 
SW version 1.01 but are already described in this manual.  
 
IMPORTANT NOTES to SOFTWARE and SOFTWARE UPDATES: 

Software that determines the characteristics and functions of this product is stored in a 
FLASH-EPROM. 
The current version may not yet be capable of all the functions mentioned in this manual. In-
stalling new software versions later can add new functions or correct recognized errors.  
Current software is available at no charge from www.zimo.at (UPDATES). The software can 
be installed with the help of the program “ZST” (Zimo Service Tool) and a ZIMO command 
station MX1 “model 2000” or MX1EC. The ZST program is also available for download from 
the above web site at no charge. A solution for updating systems with older command stations 
is in development.  
Updates can also be performed by ZIMO at the expense of the customer (handling and ship-
ping fees). There is of course also no charge for the software itself. Updates performed by 
ZIMO are not considered a warranty repair. 

EDITION 
Production start, September 2005, SW-Version 1.01                    2005 09 01 

First version for MX31FU (radio), 1.03  ------------  2005 11 25 
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0. What’s new?  
                                                        since MX21  

The MX31 tethered and MX31FU radio cabs replace the MX21 and MX21 radio cabs, which 
themselves were a further development of the MX2 and MX2FU respectively.  
This chapter is placed ahead of the actual instruction manual and describes the substantial dif-
ferences between the new MX31 cab and its predecessor, the MX21. It is not meant to be a 
complete list of features -- because the MX21 was already equipped with ample features. 
Some of the features described in this manual will be added later with software updates. These 
updates can be down loaded at no charge from ZIMO’s web site www.zimo.at and installed 
with the help of the ZIMO Service Tool (ZST). Updates are also necessary to correct software 
errors and glitches that are unavoidable after a certain complexity is reached, to take customer 
experiences and desires into consideration and to adapt the product to possible changes in in-
dustry standards. 

Generous, future-oriented MX31 hardware 

The user interface has been optimized and many important elements were added, without 
compromising the proven basic layout of the previous cab: 
LCD display 112 x 64 pixel, three-colored back ground illumination - readable in daylight – 26 
keys – 1 slider – 1 thumbwheel encoder – 21 three-colored LED’s for functions and direction 
indication as well as for the light bar – 6 LED’s for key illumination, yellow – 1 daylight sensor. 

The MX31 is built for highest performance: 32 bit – 60MHz processor, 256KB Flash-EPROM, 
16KB RAM, 8Mbit serial Flash memory. 

Three operating modes:  GUEST - OPERATOR - EXPERT 
Implementation with future SW update (poss. 2005) 
The OPERATOR mode is similar in presentation and range of functions to the MX21 but is 
easier to read due to the larger display.  
The GUEST mode limits the range of functions – usually limited to the control of one train so 
that guests or children not familiar with the system won’t interfere with operations due to erro-
neous cab inputs. This mode is password protected. 
The EXPERT mode fully utilizes the technical possibilities with the maximum amount of infor-
mation displayed – up to 8 lines.  

Name allocation for complete trains and stations 
 Implementation with future SW update (poss. 2006) 

Names can be used for single loco and accessory addresses – as was possible with the MX21 
– but also for consists. In this way, a double-header can be displayed with one name in large 
writing, followed by the two loco addresses or names; for example: SAN ANTONIO and below 
EMD and SD40.  
Provisions are made to comfortably switch between the locos of a consist for accessing indi-
vidual functions. The MX31 provides soft-keys for adding or subtracting (ADD, SUB) locos 
to/from a consist – important for North-American operating methods!  
Using names for routes containing several accessory addresses is also possible, which, in the 
future, can also be displayed as small track schematics.  

Icons and unlimited function key assignments  
RG-key available with initial SW version, rest to follow with future SW update (poss. 2006) 

9 function icons can be displayed in grid formation (headlight, whistle, horn, turnout etc) in the 
lower half of the display that not only identifies each key’s intended function but also its current 
state – the latter is especially useful in direct sunlight where the function LED’s may be hard to 
see.  
The user interface can further be enhanced by altering the effect of each number key from 
their standard function key assignments (including several function actuation with one key), so 
that a uniform meaning of the keys can be achieved for all engines of a layout or for a certain 
class of engines. 

Uniform shunting key “RG” – independent of decoder type 
“low gear” operational with initial SW, rest to follow with future SW update (poss. 2006) 

Shunting functions offered by many decoders (low gear, momentum turned off) are of practical 
importance but are usually allocated to different function keys (F3, F4 etc.). The new “RG” key 
offers a solution to this dilemma by allowing a flexible allocation of these functions to this uni-
form key.  

Multi-level menu structure  
Implementation with future SW update (poss. 2005) 

Several functions that were already available with the MX21 as well as new functions are now 
also accessible through menus (if the key combinations are not known, e.g. name or route 
definitions). 
There are 3 menu levels:                                                           
The OPERATIONS menu for driving, turnouts, programming (e.g. list of names, shunting key 
allocation etc.).  
The SYSTEM menu for things like the system clock, command station CV’s and module CV’s 
(MX8, MX9). 
The CAB menu for language selection, dimming, timeouts, soft keys and much more.  

Simultaneous display and handling of two applications 
Implementation with future SW update (poss. 2005) 

With the cab in the EXPERT mode, the upper and lower halves of the display are assigned to 
two different tasks. For example: control of an engine (displayed in upper half) and simultane-
ous scrolling through memory (displayed in lower half) or driving and simultaneous observation 
of an operating sequence (a “BAB” E procedure); but, most of all, the simultaneous control of 
two engines as described in the next section. 

Simultaneous control of two engines (or trains) 
Implementation with future SW update (poss. 2005) 

While an engine is controlled with the primary controls of speed slider, direction key and func-
tion keys, a second engine can be controlled using the encoder thumbwheel for speed and di-
rections. This is especially useful for shunting work or assembling/disassembling of consists. 

Programming procedure with command line data storage 
Implementation with future SW update (poss. 2005 or 2006) 

The programming commands are entered in clear-text format (e.g. „CV 5 = 180“), as before 
with the MX21, in both the "service mode" (programming track) and "operations mode" (on-the-
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main). With each further programming command entered, the previous commands slowly 
move up the screen until they finally disappear altogether (similar to various computer applica-
tions). By scrolling through this data bank, earlier command lines reappear in the display and 
can easily be selected and edited, especially those that are applicable to other CV’s; compiling 
CV sets to be used with other addresses is also greatly simplified. 

“Bi-directional communication“, conceptually integrated  
Implementation dependent on the standardization progress of the NMRA 

The desired speed (cab setting) and actual speed are displayed numerically and also – for 
easy and quick recognition – by the light bar next to the display, which additionally also shows 
speed limits applied by the “signal controlled speed influence” as well as “asymmetrical DCC” 
(Lenz ABC)  with flashing red LED’s. 
Programming and read-outs performed in "operations mode" (on-the-main, on-the-fly) involves 
bidirectional communication (provided the decoder and command station are equipped accord-
ingly) to ensure that these processes will be identical to the “service mode” programming on 
the programming track. 
Special emphasis is given to the transmission of “location codes and “routing codes” using 
bidirectional communication, which are used by the ZIMO system for automatic route activation 
(including the limited “ARS” version).  

Easy control of automated operating sequences (AOS), automated 
route sequences (ARS) ...  
Implementation with future SW update (poss. 2005 or 2006) 

By displaying the currently controlled engine(s) and the AOS or ARS parameters at the same 
time, it becomes easier to perform a definition or sample run with just one cab than it was with 
the MX21. 

System data (track power etc.) displayed at the cab 
Implementation with future SW update (poss. 2005 or 2006) 

System data that is normally displayed at the command station only (volt, amps, CAN bus ac-
tivity and more) can now be displayed by the cab, if desired. This is also true for the MX1EC 
that doesn’t have its own display (although one can be connected externally). 

Multi-language support  
Partly implemented with first version, further extension with future SW updates 

German or English can be selected as standard language (French and Italian may be added 
later); add your own phrases with the help of the ZIMO Service Tool (ZST). 

Radio cab with new battery technology 
Product available in the fall of 2005 

The MX31FU radio version will be equipped with a modern Lithium-hydrid battery, which 
markedly increases the operating time in radio mode.  
 
 
 
 
 

 . . . and what’s "old" ?  
                                              kept from the MX21 ... 

Proven concepts and particulars of the previous cab generations MX2 and MX21 have been 
retained: beginning with the table-top concept that allows the cab to be used as such or as a 
walk-around throttle. The user interface layout and its handling has been modernized, opti-
mized and heavily extended but nevertheless retains many of the previous design features.   
● Full DCC and MOTOROLA compliant  
● Use of names for engines and turnout addresses 
●Table display of recall memory and system memory 
● Consisting without restrictions 
● Comfortable programming in “service mode“ and “operations mode“ 
● and much more 
● as has been the case with the MX21 already, new software versions can be installed with the 
help of the ZIMO Service Tool (ZST) that is available together with new software at no charge 
from www.zimo.at . The connection of the MX31 to the computer is also done via the com-
mand station (MX1EC, MX1, MX1HS), which is equipped for this purpose with a serial inter-
face.  
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1. Introduction  

This document was written for the MX31 cab, the radio version MX31FU and the radio base 
module MXFU.  
The MX31 is designed to operate with the MX1 model 2000, MX1HS or MX1EC command sta-
tion. Certain restrictions apply when the MX31 is used with older command stations like the 
MX1/N and MX1/MULT.  
 
 

2. Technical Information 

 
Current consumption (at 20 – 30 V CAN Bus power) ............................................. 20 - 50 mA 
Dimensions Wfront – Wrear x Hfront – Hrear x L ................  58 - 69 mm x 23 - 39 mm x 150 mm 
Weight MX31 .................................................................................................................... 135 g 
Weight  MX31FU ............................................................................................................ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

3. Connecting cab’s to command station 

 
Each cab contains two identical sockets (internally parallel) for the CAN Bus connection to the 
command station. All cabs connected to the system (including different types) are connected in 
parallel, usually by connecting a cable from the command station to the first cab and from 
there on to other cabs, as shown below. Prefabricated cables in standard and custom length 
are available from ZIMO (see pricelist), but can easily be homemade.  

The cable, connectors (50 per package) 
and the required special pliers are also 
available from ZIMO. 
As an alternative to daisy-chaining the 
cabs, a 6-conductor wire can be installed 
with outlets around the layout. Distribution 
boxes are also available (see ZIMO price-
list). 
With most applications that have a maxi-
mum of 10 cabs and the total CAN bus 
length is limited to 150 feet (50m) no spe-

cial considerations are required when connecting cabs to the command station (For example: 
no more than 2 cabs at the end of a 150’ (50m) cable, no more than 5 cabs at the end of a 60’ 
(20m) cable). If the number of cabs or the total CAN bus cable length exceeds these limits, 
certain precautions have to be followed such as installing termination resistors (type. 150 – 
330 Ohms) between the two center conductors at the end of the CAN bus and/or a separate 
power supply for the CAN bus. Please contact ZIMO if necessary! 
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Hole for hook or nail    Loop attachement 
Cooling slots 

DAYLIGHT SENSOR 
Automatically adapts the display illumination and LED indicators 
to the available light.  
 

POWER SUPPLY SOCKET (MX31FU/MX31ZL only) 
For charging the battery with an external charger, as an alterna-
tive to charging the cab through the CAN bus. Can also be used 
for “back-up power” (when battery is empty), connected to the 
track for example.  
 

DISPLAY 
Relevant information is displayed in various graphic renditions 
depending on the operating mode selected. The display of the 
“OPERATOR” mode is “cleaned-up”, while the “EXPERT” mode 
shows as much information as possible. 
The basic display pattern is: 
- Active mode shown in top black bar (LOCO, SWI, PROG,...), 
clock; 
- Current object displayed in large font (address, names etc.); 
- EXPERT mode: center black bar displays feedback information 
(radio, “bidirectional communication”); 
- EXPERT mode: two display areas. Lower display half is used 
for applications like previewing recall memory, operating a sec-
ond engine or displaying function icons. 
GREEN background – DRIVING MODE 
RED background – ACCESSORY MODE 
YELLOW background – INPUT MODE: Address, menu, list of 
names, programming and more. 
 

SOFTKEYS        M    I    II   III 
Soft keys have different meanings depending on operating mode 
and state and will be made visible in the display: 
- The M key activates in most cases a menu - depending on the 
level either status related, system related or cab related. 
- I, II, III switches between operating mode (GUEST, EXPERT 
etc.), selects the kind of information displayed in the lower dis-
play (recall memory, second address, pictogram etc.).  
 

UPPER KEYPAD         F    U    T P    . . .     
F, W: Activates entered address, also serves as scroll key (in-
stead of scroll wheel); starts programming procedure (operations 
mode) when used together with E key. 
U: “Stealing” address from other cabs; rotates through consist.  
T: Consist activation/deactivation (Incl. Turnout ladders), proto-
col selection 
C: “Cancel” key; when programming: CV selection 
 

MN and RG keys with associated LEDs 
MN (= MAN): Overrides signal controlled speed influence 
(„asymmetrical DCC-Signals” as well). 
RG (= RANG): Half speed key and/or shunting functions.  
 

SHIFT KEY  
: Shifts to capital letters, functions F10 and up (together with 

number key), emergency stop (together with stop key) and more 
 

ANTENNA TERMINAL (MX31FU only) 
Accepts antenna supplied with cab. 
 
2 CAN BUS SOCKETS 
Connect to command station and additional cabs. 
 

6-LED LIGHTBAR 
- Light moves up or down to indicate the direction the slider has 
to be moved to “catch” the actual speed of a newly acquired en-
gine and during a stop or emergency stop. 
- Display of “signal controlled speed limits” sent back by the de-
coder (bidirectional communication) and more.  
 

SCROLL WHEEL 
Scroll and select data from recall memory, name tables, menus; 
also used to control a second engine, analog functions and 
sound parameters in sound decoders. 
 

SLIDER 
Controls speed of current engine or consist when in DRIVING 
mode (LOCO), but also in ACCESSORY (SWI) or other modes 
for the last activated engine address. 
DIRECTION KEY WITH LED’s and STOP KEY  
R: Direction key can also be used, like the slider, outside the 

DRIVING mode. Direction indicated in relation to engine 
(Fwd/Rev) or layout (East/West; taken bidirectional communi-
cations data). 

S: Stop key for single address; Emergency stop (together with 
Shift  key), turns track power off (after emergency stop) and 
turns track power back on after short circuit. 
 

“A” KEY 
Activates or deactivates addresses; common “ENTER” or “AC-
CEPT” key during programming and other procedures; “YES” 
key; “ON” switch for radio cab, when operated in radio mode.  
 

“E” KEY 
Initiates programming procedures (when immediately followed 
or pressed together with another key), starts “E” procedures; 
common “END” or “ESCAPE” key to end programming, “E” pro-
cedures, menu etc.; “NO” key as opposed to “A” key; Turns off 
radio cab when pressed together with “A” key. 
 

NUMBER KEYS with LED’s above 
Depending on operating mode: Input of addresses, names, all 
numerical values (during programming, definition); Actuate func-
tions (F0, F1 etc), accessories, turnout ladders, AOS’ and so 
on; LED’s show state of function, AOS activation etc.   
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4. QUICK GUIDE 

 

 
 
 
 

A  as shown above is only possible if a  has
been given first in the driving (LOCO) mode. Equally switch ladder names have
to be assigned in the accessory (SWI) mode. The individual engine or turnout names 
(or address numbers if no names are given) are shown below the consist or switch
ladder name.
The engine shown in consist mode (LOCO CONS) without brackets is the one
accepting all commands (speed, direction, stop, functions etc.), all others 
accept only common commands (speed, direction, stop etc. but no functions,
unless defined differently via menu).

The “U” key switches between group members of a consist or switch ladder, the 
“C” key deletes a member (”SUB”); the “T” key adds a new member to a group (”ADD”) 
from the recall memory (provided the recall memory is active in the lower screen half).
NOTE: Consist or switch ladder operation  names is of course possible in both 
driving (LOCO) and accessory (SWI) mode as soon as a “T” or “H” is assigned to the
respective addresses. 

consist display consist name

without

        II GUESTIII EXPERT

LOC(F) CONS(T)

ARLBERG EXPR
(HD LOCO) + CROC + ...

03:50

   BRANCH
  SIDING

> M-STATION

s 98

III
II

I ICO/PIC
RM-S

DCAB

SWI   LADDER

M-STATION
(L ENTR) + R ENTR + (SIGN)

01:39

   TAURUS
> CROCODILE

  8712 + 652

ARL

III
II

I
RM-L

DCAB

Assignment and use of names:

LIST of NAMES

 The display shows a numerical address 
(1 - 10239) as long as no names are given; Use the 

ssign or edit names. The 
assigned name is now shown in large letters 
in the normal driving mode , the accessory  (SWI) as well as
in the recall memory. 
The  can be called up 

by pressing the E-4 keys together. Use the “A” 
key to activate a chosen name from this table . 

E- procedure “NAM” 
(press “E” followed by “4”) or use the menu to a

 ( including address number) 
(LOCO)  mode  

anytime the cab is in the address 
input state (LOCO, SWI), 

 (scroll with F or W)
Using the T/H key adds a T or H to an address (shown in the display to the 
right of the address) and is used to build address groups ( for consists 
or for switch ladders).

A  or  can be assigned, with the help of the 
E-procedure “NAM” (E + 4), by naming a member of such an address 
group. 

T 
H 

consist switch ladder name

188
        II GUEST III EXPERT

LOCO (F)   RM 9

STEAMER
6239

03:43

> 8712 + 652
  TAURUS

  CROCODILE

s 93

III
II

I ICO/PICT
RM-SW

DCAB

SWI  (W)    RM 5

LEFT ENTRY
188

01:36

> SIDING
  M-STATION

  BRANCH

DAM

III
II

I TR-PLAN
RM-L

TR-PLAN

III

III

IIIIIIv 62

v 62

LOC 32  RTE  3

III

    
    

                                                  

Switch from OPERATOR to EXPERT with “III”;
Switch from EXPERT to OPERATOR using the menu!EXPERT

Select the lower part of the EXPERT window with soft keys I, II or III for: 
pictogram, function icons or recall memory (RM-F for engines, RM-W 
for turnouts)  with scrolling capabilities. Activate selected engine directly or
assign engine to thumbwheel in dual cab mode (DCAB).

DCAB

LOC(F) CON(T)  TRAC

ARLBERG EXPR
(HD LOCO) + CROC +
           (TAURUS) + (KÖF) + ...

03:57 s 34

III
II

I ICO/PIC
RM-S

DCAB
   TAURUS
> CROCODIL

  8712 + 652

C
T

U <       >
ADD

SUB

Key description
changes with page
content

The center bar shrinks to a line to 
display more consist members, if no
bidirectional or system messages
are available.

(L ENTR) + ...POS 62

C
T

U <        >
ADD

SUB

Key description
changes with page
content

        
Switches  automatically to driving
(LOCO) or switching (SWI) mode
(whichever was used before last  
shut-down) af ter 2 sec (sooner by 
press ing any  key); for f irs t t ime use:

        
Address input;  this page is also 
available by deactivating (”A” key) 
the driving (LOCO) or switching 
(SWI) mode
(Note:: double clicking the “A” key 
opens the recall memory).

62 . . . . .

00:21

. . . . . . . . 
1,2, ...  Num. Address input

W   Activates a switch
F    Activates a loco

Address Input

E-4      List of names

A    Activ.  a module (800, ...)

        
Enter address, further s teps will
be prompted (F,W or A key).

00:22Address Input

    
    
After activation with the F key (for
engine address) or W key  (for
accessory address), the screen
switches to the driving (LOCO) or
switching (SWI) mode.

Use the driving (LOCO) mode to operate an engine; the accessory (SWI) 
mode to activate a group of turnouts while operating the last activated 
engine; Deactivate with the A key before entering a new address.

“Bi-directional” and system messages alternate in center bar.

LOCO (F)  

6239
        II BASIC III EXPERT

00:52

6239

OPERATOR

OPERATOR and EXPERT

   W
-Key 

>

< F-Key

   W
 ke

y >

< F ke
y

17,5 V  3,2 A

Displays the turnout ladder name 
and its members; otherwise similar 
to the accessory (SWI) mode.

  < A-Key

      First time use,         Driving Mode            Accessory mode               Engine  -   GROUPS   -  Turnout         

LOCO  RM 9 03:42 SWI    RM 5 01:35

LOC GUEST

STEAMER
6239

        II ADV

03:47 SWI  GUEST

LEFT ENTRY
188

        II OPERATOR

01:51

III

Switch from GUEST to OPERATOR mode: either direct using the soft key “II” or
by additionally entering a password, if prompted; password can be edited 
in the system menu.

        I PICTO

In the GUEST mode: Cab is locked to a specific object.  Address, name or traction name cannot be changed;
other privileges can be defined in the system menu. (access to recall memory, for example) 

GUEST

LEFT ENTRY

      Power-up,

SW-Version 1.43
MX 31

    Connected to MX1HS

        
During sys tem power-up:
Start page indicates software 
version and connection status. This 
page is not available in radio mode.

STEAMER

                                                                                                                      (LOCO CONSIST)             (SWI LADDER)

EXPERT
Displays the consist name and 
its members; otherwise similar to 
the driving (LOCO) mode.

LOC GUEST

ARLBERG EX
        II EXPERT

03:51

        I PICTO

   W
-Key 

>

< F-Key

    Address input

    2 sec >
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       E - PROCEDURES              Decoder  Programming                   Dual cab                  Recall memory,          Menus                

LOCO (F)   RM 9

STEAMER
6239

04:15 s 48

III X DCAB

II
I v 62LOC 32  RTE  3

CROCODILE
5724

LOCO (F) E-PROC

E
                  A Accept  E EscapeIII

> NORMAL 
   PULSE CHAIN

SERV MOD PROG

A
III

CV 121 = 25 READ
^ BIN = 

ADDR = 395

LOCO(F)    MENU     I HELP

  OPERATOR SKILL LEVEL

   E - PROCEDURES         E ...

   OP. MODE PROG           E-F
   SERV. MODE PROG      E-MAN

   BAB DEF + RUN            E+Ü

   AOS RUN (not for DEF)

Scroll with thumb wheel or “F/W” keys;
select with “A” key. Access help file
with soft key “I”.  Exit the menu with
the “E” key.

Certain functions are accessible via
menu only, others either via menu or
direct (E...). 
OPERATOR and EXPERT display is
identical except for the number of 
available lines.
The M key leads to the hierarchically
structured menu: Enter while in driving
(LOCO) or accessory (SWI) mode for
all driving or accessory jobs, continue
if necessary to the SYSTEM menu for
system functions and on to single 
product groups, among them THIS
CAB (MX31).  

LOCO (F)   RM 9 03:43 s 93

III

P    CV 124 = 18   BI-READ
      ̂BIN = 00010010

OP. MODE PROGRAM

LOCO    OP. PROG

P
III

CV 121 = 25 READ
  ^ BIN = 
ADDR = 395

OPERATOR

> MAIN STATION                WHN 
   CROCODILE                     L   D

   TAURUS                            L   D
   MIKADO                            L   M

LIST OF NAMES

LOCO(F)  RE-MEM
> 3224               T   D  
   CROCODILE         M

   TAURUS             D   
   423                   T   D

                                          Name tables           

   CV 121 = 36   BI-ACK
>  CV   50 = 15    BI-ACK

> SYSTEM + MODULE

Programming (service, op. mode) with command line storage
(only in EXPERT mode) :
- There are 4 lines available in the lower window half (normal operation
  continues in upper part of window).

- Basically the same as in OPERATOR mode and with the Mx21 cab. 
  Programming inputs also scroll upwards but remain available even if they 
  disappear from the window. The binary line is added or deleted as always
  with the  key; the binary line also scrolls upwards.

- Use the scroll wheel to re-select data that moved upwards (”>” points to
  the selected line).
- A  re-selected CV value flashes, indicating that it can be overwritten. 
- When a new value is entered to an “old” line (with “A” or digit keys), ACK, 
  READ or other acknowledgments disappear at first; a new CV number can 
  now be added (probably rather unusual but sometimes expedient) or a CV 
  number confirmed with the A key; the value (now flashing) can now be 
  overwritten.
- A : ACK, READ (same as in service mode);cknowledgments
  PROG (unconfirmed programming), BI-ACK (bidirectional programming
  a ), BI-READ (bidirectional read-out), NO READ (in place ofcknowledged
  value, because no bidirectional communication data was received).

   RECALL MEMORY        A,  A
   LIST OF NAMES           A, A, E-4

   ARS RUN (not for DEF)   . . . . . .
SYSTEM    MENU   I HELP

>  ABOUT THIS CAB

   MX8 - MODULES
   MX9 - MODULES

  COMMAND STATION
   BOOSTER
   RADIO-MODULES

ABOUT THIS CAB      MENU

> DIMMING

   LANGUAGE
   DISPLAY AMP OUTPUT

  DEF BASIC MODE

   LEADING ZEROS

   TIMEOUTS

  CLOCK LOCAL + GLOBAL

   SOFT KEYS

Select recall memory table from 
LOCO or SWI mode by pressing 
the “A” key twice. Use thumb wheel, 
slider or F/W keys for scrolling. 
Activate a selection with the “A” key. 

 Access list of names from recall
memory as well as directly from
LOCO and SWI mode with E-4 
(key “E” and “4” simultaneously) 

   M-STATION        WHN 
   CROCODILE       F   D.

   TAURUS             F  D  
> MIKADO             F   M

LIST OF NAMES

LOCO(F)   RECALL MEM

   3224                                            D
   CROCODILE                               M   

> TAURUS                                   D   
   423                                          T  D

   VINDOBONA                     L   D

   LE ENTRY                         S  D

Recall memory and list of names 
is the same in EXPERT mode as 
in OPERATOR mode but holds 
more lines.

   T/H-ELEMENTS

   SW-LADDERS RUN (not forDEF)

   700  / 800 / 900 ADDRESSES

LOCO(F)    RM 9

STEAMER
6239

04:23 s 00

III X DCAB

v 62LOC 32  RTE  3

LEFT ENTRY
188

EXPERT
In the driving mode (LOCO), the
scroll wheel can be assigned to a
second address selected from the 
recall memory with “DCAB”. 

The last engine activated is still
controllable while in accessory 
mode with speed, direction,
stop etc. but is normally not being
displayed; Activating DCAB for this
engine in the recall memory shows
the name and address in the lower 
half of the display.

X DCAB (Soft key III) reverts to
single engine control.    ICONS def assign .....

   RG, MN, FU def assign ...
  PICTO def assign ... ...

LOCO (F)   RM 9

STEAMER
03:43 s 93

E > NORMAL
   PULSE CHAIN

LOCO(F)    RM 9 03:43

II
I

A CV 121 = 25   READ
^ B IN =

SERV MODE PROGRAME - PROCEDURES
STEAMER STEAMER

X DCAB (Soft key III) deletes
engine display.

The recall memory:

List of names:

 Separate for driving (LOCO) and accessory
(SWI) mode; up to 30 addresses each, filled and displayed in
deactivation order; scrollable in recall pages, activation with
“A” key from full recall page, scrollable also in active mode 
with F or W key respectively. 

 All names (any length) in system in 
alphabetical order; activate from list with A key. 

OPERATOR and EXPERT

EXPERT

OPERATOR

   ARLBERG EXPRESS              TN   

   9539                                          D  
   STEAMER                              T  D

   . . . . . .

   . . . . . .

 SERVICE MODE             OP. MODE
Initiate the E-procedures from the
driving (LOCO) or accessory (SWI)
mode by pressing key “E” + number 
key corresponding to the kind of 
E-procedure desired (in sequence, 
not together) or using the menu.
Scroll between selections or press 
suggested number;accept and exit 
with “A” key or escape with “E” key.

EXPERT double window shown 
with E-procedure in lower window 
half.

Enter from driving (LOCO) or 
accessory (SWI) mode by pressing 
the “E” + “MN” key simultaneously; 
for programming on the 
programming  track!
Read (2 x “A” key) or program 
address (number plus “A” key), 
change to CV programming with 
“C” key; CV’s: select CV then 
read-out or program. 

LOCO (F)   RM 9 06:14 ARL

LEFT ENTRY
E - PROCEDURES

E NAME
   OLD: LEFT ENTRY
   NEW:

Enter from driving (LOCO) or 
accessory (SWI) mode by pressing 
the “E” + “F” key simultaneously; for 
programming on the main track!

Program reverts to CV programming
immediately because addresses 
cannot be changed. 
CV’s: select, read-out and program 
Cv’s as in service mode. 

                    E End                     E End
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Start-up procedure of a new system or a cab containing no data: 

5. Power up the MX31 for the first time 

            

The cab is powered up automatically whenever it is connected to the CAN bus of a live com-
mand station with the exception of the radio cab MX31FU operated in radio mode, which is 
turned on with the A key. The cab first enters 
■ the start up screen displaying the software version and the connection status; shortly after, it 

switches to the  
■ address input screen (see below).   

It is possible that the cab may switch directly to the driving (LOCO) or turnout (SWI) mode if a 
test was performed on the cab earlier and the content wasn’t deleted before shipping. In such 
a case, the address input page is reached by pressing the A key (=deactivates address) or 
pressing (repeatedly if required) the C key (=deletes the address from memory).  

 

        Normal start-up procedure (without previous deletion of cab content): 

6. Power up                     OPERATOR, EXPERT 

            

The cab is powered up automatically whenever it is connected to the CAN bus of a live com-
mand station with the exception of the radio cab MX31FU operated in radio mode, which is 
turned on with the A key. The cab first enters 
■ the start up screen displaying the software version and the connection status; shortly after 

(or immediately by pressing any key) it switches to the  
■ mode that was active before the cab was powered down, that is usually to the driving (LO-

CO) or accessory (SWI) mode (see below).  
 

 

7. Address input               OPERATOR, EXPERT 

 
WHEN? 
▼ at first start-up or 
▼ deactivating the driving (LOCO) or accessory (SWI) mode (including MX9). 

CAB? 
■ Yellow display shows: a row of dots prompting for address input. LED’s above number keys 

remain dark. 

 

 

HOW? 

♦ Enter an address (1 ... 10239) using the number keys 1.. 0;  
use P key first to select the appropriate protocol in case the address about to be activated is 
for another format than DCC (M = MOTOROLA, D = DCC). 

   Activate address with the F key (mobile decoder) or W key (stationary decoder). 

♦ Special case: Enter a module address instead of a decoder address: 
    - 800... 863 for MX8 – accessory modules  

     the address is entered as a four digit (!) number that includes a group number,  
     for example: 800/2, 800/3... where the forward slash is entered automatically 

    - 900... 963 for MX9 track section modules. 
    Activate addresses for accessory modules or track section modules with the A key. 

♦ Use the C key to cancel incorrect entries. 

WHERE TO? 
► after activating a loco address with F key -> driving mode (LOCO), display green, or 
► after activating an accessory address with W key -> accessory mode (SWI) display red, or 
► after activating a module address with A key -> MX8 accessory (SWI) or MX9 mode. 

► ALTERNATIVE: The name table can be called up at any time, if names have been entered   
 earlier, with the key combination E-4 (press and hold E key followed by number 4 key); use   
 the scroll wheel to select a name and activate with the A key. Also see chapter “recall me 
 mory and name tables”. 

► Cancel and return to the last active driving (LOCO) or accessory (SWI) mode: 
     - by deleting all the input with the C key and activating the last address with the A key, 
     - or by pressing the E key at any time. 

ACTIVATION FAILED?  
 Address starts flashing after attempted activation because this address is already active 
on another cab, a computer or a PRA (PDA with PRA software) as either a single engine or 
as a consist. The address may also flash if it is involved in an automated operation with 
AOS, ARS, or STP etc.:  

 Force take-over with U key, or  
 Use C key and select another address. 

 Module address (800... 900 ...) does not activate (no change-over to accessory (SWI) or 
MX9 mode, display remains yellow), because the module in question was not found on the 
CAN bus: 

     Cancel with C key and enter new address, or 
 Exit address input page with E key. 
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8. LOCO - mode                         OPERATOR 

 
WHEN? 

▼ immediately after power-up, if LOCO mode was active before last shut-down, or 
▼ activating an address with the F key during address input, or 
▼ scrolling through the recall memory using the F key, or  
▼ switching from the SWITCH mode to the LOCO mode with the F key, or  
▼ activating an address with the A key from the tabular display of the recall memory, or  
▼ activating an address name marked with an “F” from the list of names using the A key, or  
▼ after exiting E-procedures, programming and similar with A or E key.  

CAB? 
■ Green display shows: loco address (or name and address), consist indicator “T” where appli-

cable, number of addresses stored in recall memory (RM …), fast clock. Complete cab 
(keys, slider, LED’s) dedicated to the control of the activated loco.  

HOW? 

♦ If the light bar next to the display is scrolling up or down, follow with the slider in the indi-
cated direction to match the speed to the actual speed of the activated engine. 

♦ All cab elements are now available for the control of the active engine: speed slider, direction 
key “R”, Stop key “S”, keys “MN” (MAN) and RG (shunting) as well as all number keys (1 … 
0 = F0 … F9) as function keys; corresponding indicators in display and with LED’s: 

 The light bar (6 vertical LED’s next to the display) normally moves with the speed slider. It 
also visualizes system controlled acceleration and deceleration functions, indicates the di-
rection the speed slider has to be moved to “catch” the speed of an acquired engine and 
displays speed limits (red LED’s labeled with L, U, H) provided the loco decoder sends in-
formation back via the bidirectional communication.  

 The driving direction is switched with the direction key R and indicated in two ways:  
the usual engine related way with two LED arrows marked “Fwd” and “Rev”. The arrows 
also change colors to indicate active brake and stop functions during change of directions. 
The second way to indicate direction is layout related and is shown with two smaller LED 
arrows marked “W” and “E” (for West, East). These indicators are only active if previously 
set in the LOCO menu or if the required information is received from the decoder with 
bidirectional communication.  

 Emergency stops of an active engine and bypassing the programmed deceleration rates, 
are possible with the stop key S and are indicated with a single red LED in the light bar.  

    General emergency stops involving all locomotives on a layout can be initiated with -S 
(shift and stop key) and are shown with 6 red flashing LED’s in the light bar and also with 
the letters “SSP” in the display. 

   Activating the -S again (shift and stop key) while in a general emergency stop mode 
(“SSP”), turns track power off (“OFF” in display).  

    Return to normal operation by pressing the stop key S again from any emergency stop 
or “power off” mode as well as from short circuits indicated with “UES“ or “UEP“.  

 
 

 The RG key accesses shunting functions and, if not assigned differently, splits the speed 
range of the speed slider in half that is, with the speed regulator at full throttle the loco 
travels only at half throttle. The RG key is defined in the LOCO menu and is most often 
used for shunting speed functions of decoders (often with F3 or F4 key) but also to re-
duce/suspend momentum as per CV #3, 4 etc.   

 The MAN function, MN key, eliminates the ZIMO “signal controlled speed influence” or 
other methods of “location dependent control” (asymmetrical DCC, Lenz “ABC”). The ac-
companying LED blinks when the MN function is active that is, the speed limits are can-
celled. The MAN function is used to drive past red signals during shunting, train move-
ments without routes in secure areas that otherwise wouldn’t be possible etc. The MAN 
function normally sends a special ”override speed restriction” command to the decoder 
but other mode of actions can also be assigned to the MN key in the LOCO menu. 

 The function outputs of a decoder (headlights etc) are switched with the number keys 
that operate as function keys F0, F1, F2, …  For F10, F11, F12, … press and hold the 
shift key  first. The LED’s above the number keys indicate the state of the outputs. Each 
function key can be changed from its default “always on” setting (= press function key 
turns function on, press again to turns off) to a momentary setting (= function is on only as 
long as the function key is pressed), with the help of the E-procedure “MD” or via the 
LOCO menu. 

 The T key adds an active locomotive to a consist, indicated in the display with a “T” to the 
right of the address. All locos stored in the recall memory of the cab that are marked with 
a “T” belong to the same consist and are controlled simultaneously with the speed slider, 
direction key R, stop key S, shunting key RG and MAN key MN, regardless of which ad-
dress is currently displayed as active in the display or which loco is the lead loco. 

    Use the F key to scroll through the individual consist addresses (all addresses marked 
with a “T”) or use the tabular display of the recall memory by double-clicking the A key.   

   Remove a locomotive from a consist by pressing the T key again with the relevant loco 
address displayed as being active.   

♦ The actual meaning of the soft keys is pointed out for most situations in the display, with the 
exception of the soft key “M”, which usually serves to open the context sensitive menus. For 
example, pressing the “M” key in the LOCO mode opens the LOCO menu at first and from 
there branches off to the SYSTEM or CAB menu, if desired.  

    The soft keys II and III select the GUEST or EXPERT operating mode, when operated in 
OPERATOR LOCO mode.  

 

WHERE TO AND BACK? (current loco remains active and returns cab to the LOCO mode  
                                           when finished) 

► Start an E-Procedure with key sequence E, x (E, followed by the key for the appropriate 
E-procedure), use the “A” key to accept the changes made and exit E-procedures or use the 
“E” key to exit without any changes taking place, 

► E-MN (press and hold “E” followed by “MN”) starts programming in service mode (SERV 
 MODE PROG on the programming track), exit programming with the “E” key,  

► E-F or E-W (press “E” together with the “F” or “W” key) starts programming on the main 
(OP. M. PROG), exit with “E” key. 

WHERE TO? (current loco address will be deactivated)  
► Deactivate current address with the “A” key -> changes cab to Address Input mode 
    (yellow), or  
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► Deactivate current address and activate next address from the recall memory with the 
    “F” key (which is the loco that was deactivated last) or 
► Deactivate and cancel current address with the “C” key. Also activates the next address   
    automatically from the recall memory (same as with “F” key), or  
► Deactivate current address with the “W” key -> switches to the SWI mode (red), whereby  
     the last active accessory address (or switch ladder) will be activated, or  
► Open the recall memory table (LOCO RECALL MEM) by pressing the “A” key twice 

(press key twice within half a second) -> Tabular display of the recall memory (green), “A” 
key activates selection and “E” key exits; see chapter “recall memory”, or 

► Open the LIST of NAMES with simultaneous E-4 (press “E” ahead of “4” key) -> Tabular 
display of names (yellow), “A” key activates selection and “E” key exits; see chapter “recall 
memory and list of names”. 

 
 
 

9. SWI - mode                            OPERATOR 

 
WHEN? 
▼ immediately after power-up if cab was in this mode before last shut-down, or  
▼ activating an address with the W key during address input, or  
▼ scrolling through the recall memory using the W key, or  
▼ switching from the LOCO mode to the SWI mode with the W key, or  
▼ activating an address with the A key from the tabular display of the recall memory, or  
▼ activating an address name marked with a “W” from the list of names using the A key, or  
▼ after exiting E-procedures, programming and similar with A or E key. 

CAB? 
■ Red display shows: accessory address (or name and address), switch ladder indicated with 

an “H” if applicable, number of addresses stored in recall memory (RM …) and fast clock. 
Number keys are used to operate switches, signals etc. LED’s above keys indicate status of 
accessories. 

   The locomotive that was active last also remains active in the SWI mode and can be con-
trolled with the speed slider, direction key, stop key, and MN and RG keys. Engine status is 
indicated with light bar, LED’s for direction, MAN and shunting (RG); see chapter LOCO – 
mode. 

HOW? 

♦ Accessories (switches or signals) are operated with the number keys and the current setting 
is displayed with the accompanying LED; 4 or 8 keys are used depending on the kind of ac-
cessory, the kind of decoders or modules and the operating mode selected  

 An active accessory address from 1 to 512 (address range for accessory decoders),  
controls up to 4 paired functions (switches or red/green signals) that are connected to 
one or several accessory decoders: Each key from 1 to 4 switches one turnout, switch 
position (or signal status) is indicated with LED above respective key in red/green. This is 
the most frequent and standardized form of accessory operation.  

 An accessory address from 1 to 512 (address range for accessory decoders) can also 
control up to 8 single functions (e.g. uncoupler or single light bulbs/LED’s of signals), 
one function for each number key from 1 to 8. This operating mode is programmed for an 
accessory address with the help of the E-procedure “9” or via the SWI menu. 

    If single functions are selected, each number key can operate in either the default mode 
“always on” (= press function key turns function on, press again to turn off) or the momen-
tary mode (= function is on only as long as the function key is pressed), with the help of 
the E-procedure “MD” or via the SWI menu. 

 The module and group numbers 800/2, 800/3, 800/4 …. 863/x controls one group of an 
accessory module MX8 (the module is programmed with a specific group number to-
gether with the address as a 4-digit number and activated with the “W” key).  

    A group normally controls up to 8 paired functions (switches or red/green signals) that 
are connected to the outputs of that MX8 group: each number key from 1 – 8 controls one 
switch or signal, position or signal status indicated with red/green LED. 

    A group can also control up to 8 single functions (single light bulb/LED, uncoupler etc.), 
This is why it is necessary to divide the module outputs into corresponding groups during 
address programming (e.g. 4 groups with 8 single functions each, 2 groups with 8 paired 
function each or 2 groups of single functions and 1 group of paired functions), because 
with 8 single functions each output requires its dedicated key whereas in the paired mode 
one key controls two outputs. See chapter “Module Programming” and the MX8 manual 
for details 

    If single functions are selected, each number key can operate in either the default mode 
“always on” (= press function key turns function on, press again to turn off) or the momen-
tary mode (= function is on only as long as the function key is pressed), with the help of 
the E-procedure “MD” or via the SWI menu. 

♦ True position feedback can be utilized by the cab, if the accessory decoder or module 
supports it, and is activated with the E-procedure M/D (for each key separate).  

    The feedback information is sent to the MX8 using the CAN bus, via bidirectional communi-
cation or ZIMO acknowledgments in case of accessory decoders. The cab’s LED of a 
thrown turnout keeps flashing until the appropriate feedback is received. Continuous flash-
ing therefore indicates that the turnout didn’t operate as expected.  

 ♦ The actual meaning of the soft keys is similar as in the LOCO mode: the soft key “M” first 
opens the SWI menu, from there the SYSTEM or CAB menu can be reached, if desired.  

    The soft keys II and III select the GUEST or EXPERT operating mode.  
 

WHERE TO AND BACK? Current address remains active, returns to SWI mode when finished.  

► Start an E-Procedure with key sequence E, x (E, followed by the key for the appropriate   
 E-procedure), use the “A” key to accept the changes made and exit E-procedures or use  
 the “E” key to exit without any changes taking place, 

► E-MN (press and hold “E” followed by “MN”) starts programming in service mode (SERV  
 MODE PROG on the programming track), exit programming with the “E” key,  

► E-F or E-W (press “E” together with the “F” or “W” key) starts programming on the main 
(OP. M. PROG), exit with “E” key. 

WHERE TO?                                                              Current address will be deactivated. 
► Deactivate current address with the “A” key -> changes cab to Address Input mode 
    (yellow), or  
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► Deactivate current address and activate next address from the recall memory with the 
    “W” key (which is the address that was deactivated last) or 
► Deactivate and cancel current address with the “C” key. Also activates the next address   
    automatically from the recall memory (same as with “W” key), or  
► Deactivate current address with the “F” key -> switches to the LOCO mode (green), 
     whereby the last active loco address (or consist) will be activated, or  
► Open the recall memory table (LOCO RECALL MEM) by pressing the “A” key twice 

  (press key twice within half a second) -> Tabular display of the recall memory (green), “A” 
  key activates selection and “E” key exits; see chapter “recall memory”, or 

► Open the LIST of NAMES with simultaneous E-4 (press “E” ahead of “4” key) -> Tabular 
  display of names (yellow), “A” key activates selection and “E” key exits; see chapter “recall  
  memory and list of names”. 

 
 

10. Recall memory and list of names 

 
EXPLANATION: 
The recall memory (is a local memory in the cab): 
If a loco or accessory address in a cab is deactivated (“A” key) it does not disappear from the 
system but remains stored in the recall memory of the command station and the relevant cab 
(MX2, MX21, MX31….).  
By default, the recall memories of the MX31 hold 10 addresses in each mode, LOCO and SWI 
(the size of the memory can be changed to hold between 1 and 30 addresses with the help of 
the E-procedure RUB). How many addresses the memory currently holds is indicated in the 
top line of the display (“RM...”) in both, the LOCO and SWI mode. 
All ZIMO cabs will bring the top address stored in the recall memory to the foreground and ac-
tivate it with the F key (LOCO mode) or the W key (SWI mode) while at the same time deacti-
vate the previous address. Repeatedly activating the F or W key rotates through the complete 
memory bank.  
Pressing the A key twice in rapid succession (within half a second) while in an active LOCO or 
SWI mode switches to a tabular display of the recall memory (not available in MX2 cab), list-
ing names and addresses including other data such as markers for consists (“T”) or switch lad-
ders (“H”). The list can be scrolled up or down with the thumb wheel (not available with MX2 
or MX21 cab) or the F and W keys and the desired selection activated with the “A” key. Using 
the E key instead leads to the previously active address.  
 
WHEN?                                                                                       (to switch to the tabular display) 
▼ from the active LOCO mode, with A + A (2 x A key)   
                                                      to the tabular display of the LOCO recall memory 
▼ from the active SWI mode, with A + A (2 x A key)   
                                                      to the tabular display of the SWI recall memory 

CAB?          
■ Display: green for the LOCO or red for the SWI recall memory table.  
 

HOW?                                                                                            

♦ Scroll the table using the thumb wheel, F/ W keys (up/down) or the speed slider. 

WHERE TO?                                                                                      (leaving the table display) 
► Activate the selected address with the A key;  
► Return to the previous (last active) address with the F key. 
 
 

The list of names (currently implemented as a system wide feature): 
In contrast to the recall memory, the list of names is not divided according to LOCO and SWI 
information. It shows all names stored in the system on the same page and it shows names 
exclusively, which means that numerical loco or accessory addresses are not shown in this list. 
The list of names is displayed in a table format only and can be called up using the E-4 keys (E 
and 4 key pressed together). The entries are marked with an “F” (for a loco address) or “W” 
(accessory address). The cab selects the appropriate mode, either LOCO or SWI, when an en-
try is being activated with the A key. 
 
WHEN?                                                                                       (to switch to the list of names) 
▼ from the active or inactive LOCO or SWI mode, with E - 4 (E and 4 key together)  

                                                                                       to the tabular display of list of names 

CAB?          
■ Yellow display.  

HOW?                                                                                            

♦ Scroll the table using the thumb wheel, F/ W keys (up/down) or the speed slider. 
 

WHERE TO?                                                                                      (leaving the table display) 
► Activate the selected address with the A key;  
► Return to the previous (last active) address with the F key. 

 

Refer to the E-procedure “NAM” in the next chapter on how to add or delete names to 
this list. 
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11. E - Procedures                       OPERATOR 

 
WHEN? 
▼ from the LOCO mode with the E key and the number key, marked with desired E-procedure 
▼ from the SWI mode with the E key and the number key, marked with desired E-procedure 

CAB? 
■ Display color of the selected mode remains (green or red), capital “E” displayed to confirm 

E-procedure programming, beside it prompting and entry lines of the respective procedure. 
   The bottom display bar indicates the exit options: A = Accept, E = Escape.  

HOW? 

There are a number of different E-procedures available, named after the key (upper descrip-
tion) that is pressed following the E key.  
All E-procedures are started with the E key, followed by another key that selects a procedure. 
Keys that offer an E-procedure are marked accordingly just above the key; the two keys are 
pressed in sequence, not together! The respective information can now be entered or a se-
lection made from the list presented and exited with the A or E key. 
Exit: with A key (= Accept): Accepts the selections made with the E-procedures and returns to 
previous mode; E key (= Escape): Returns to previous mode without implementing selections 
made with E-procedures. 

♦ E-procedure  8/12  (press E + 1) – selects between the 8 and 12 function mode for the ac-
tive loco address; selection for this address remains stored in the system even after address 
gets deactivated.  

    This procedure is no longer relevant today, if all ZIMO components (command station and 
decoder) in use were produced in 2003 or later – they all operate in the 12 function mode by 
default. If on the other hand ZIMO decoders from earlier productions are used and functions 
above F4 and/or the MAN key employed, an adjustment may be required that is, the rele-
vant addresses need to be set to the 8-function mode with the help of the E-procedure 8/12. 
See the leaflet “8/12 functions” available on the Zimo web-site. 

♦ E-procedure  PUK  (press E + 2) –  selects between “normal” and “serial” function actua-
tion, also known as “pulse chain commands”; selection for this address remains stored in 
the system even after address gets deactivated. 

    This procedure is only relevant for older LGB locomotives equipped with original LGB 
decoders (built before 2004) that operates function outputs with just one function key (F1) by 
sending different number of pulses for each function. The ZIMO command station generates 
this pulse chain command automatically containing between 2 and 8 pulses when function 
keys F2 – F8 are actuated, if activated with the PUK E-procedure. 

♦ E-procedures  AZ, BZ, ABK  (press E + 2, 6 or 9) – Sets acceleration and decelera-
tion rates as well as specific characteristic curves for the active address; selection for this 
address remains stored in the system even after address gets deactivated. 

    The acceleration and deceleration rates set with this procedure have nothing to do with the 
decoder configuration variables (CV #3 and 4), but rather determines the succession rate of 

speed step commands sent out by the system. Both system and decoder controlled accel-
eration and deceleration rates supplement each other in the resulting driving characteristic.  

    Values between 0 and 15 can be chosen for AZ and BZ, which is the time in seconds it 
takes for an acceleration or deceleration event to occur from a stand still to full speed or the 
reverse. ABK determines different characteristic curves (shallower curve with values be-
tween 1 – 8 in the lower speed range or steeper with 9 – 15) with fixed time elapse accord-
ing to AZ and BZ.  

♦ E-procedure  NAM  (press E + 4) – to enter or edit names used for the active loco or ac-
cessory address; allocated names remain stored in the system even after address gets de-
activated. 

    If a name is already allocated for this address, it will be shown in the display and can be de-
leted letter by letter with the “C” key. Enter names with the number keys that act as alpha-
numerical keys, same as with telephones. 

    NOTE: If the E-procedure NAM is started for an address belonging to a consist or switch 
ladder (“T” marker in the LOCO mode or “H” marker in the SWI mode display), the name en-
tered is used for the consist (or switch ladder).  

♦ E-procedure  M/D  (press E + 7) – selects between permanent and temporary function key 
actuation of the active LOCO or SWI address; selection for this address remains stored in 
the system even after address gets deactivated. 

   After entering this E-procedure, use the function keys to be changed to toggle between tem-
porary or permanent actuation; the LED’s above the keys indicate the selection made: green 
for permanent and red for momentary action. 

    All function keys by default are set to permanent action except for F9, which is set to mo-
mentary because there is no indicator-LED available in the MX31 cab.  

♦ E-procedure  RÜB  (press E + 8) – defines the recall memory depth, separate for the 
LOCO and SWI memory (for the mode this E-procedure was started from). 

    Every single address (as well as consist) is stored in the recall memory after its deactivation, 
from where it can be re-activated (in the tabular address display or by directly rotating 
through the memory with the F or W key). For more information, see chapter “recall memory 
and list of names”. The recall memory holds 10 addresses by default. Once the memory is 
full, the oldest entry is dropped with every new address added to the memory. The memory 
size can be changed with the E-procedure RÜB to hold between 1 and 30 addresses. 

♦ E-procedure  BAB  (press E + U) – shortcut to enter the area of operating sequences (can 
also be reached using the menus), to define new or actuate stored switch ladders, automatic 
operating sequences (AOS), automatic routing sequences (ARS) and similar features to be 
introduced in the future. 

    Also see chapter about operating sequences! 
 

WHERE TO and BACK?                                              Returns to the LOCO or SWI mode the 
                                                                                                E-procedures were started from. 

► Exit E-procedures with the A key (= Accept and implement the new settings) or the  
     E key (= Escape, leaving old settings in place). 
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12. Programming                          OPERATOR 

 
One part of programming is assigning a specific address to a loco or accessory decoder. 
This is done in “service mode programming’, which is only possible at the programming track. 
The other part of programming involves writing or modifying the data content of configuration 
variables (CV’s) to a decoder. 
 

                                           Programming in                                           
“Service mode”                     ”Operations mode”

Locomotive (or decoder) on programming              (”on-the-main”,
 track (output ”PROG”), Loco at standstill.            output Loco at standstill or traveling. 

Address  CV programming.                            Only CV programming is possible.
Safe programming through acknowledgment.      Unconfirmed programming (certain degree of
                                                                                   reliability by sending commands repeatedly).

Read-out of addresses and configuration             Read-out not possible (CV read-out may become
                                    variables possible.            possible in 2006 via “bi-directional communication).
Start programming with “E” und “MAN” key.         Start with “E” and “F” or “E” and “W” key.

Loco (or decoder) on main track
”SCHIENE”), 

and

 
 
WHEN? 
▼ from the LOCO mode with E-MN (press E (first) and MN keys together) for 
                                                                                            programming in „service mode“ 
▼ from the LOCO mode with E-F (press E (first) and F keys together) for 
                                                                                      programming in „operations mode“ 

▼ from the SWI mode with E-MN (press E (first) and MN keys together) for 
                                                                                            programming in „Service mode“ 
▼ from the SWI mode with E-W (press E (first) and W keys together) for 
                                                                                      programming in „operations mode“ 

CAB? 

■ Yellow display, capital “A” confirms that “Service mode” programming or “P” that “opera-
tions mode” programming is active.  

HOW? 

♦ After entering “service mode” programming (capital “A” in display), the procedure 
starts with the line titled “ADR = “ prompting you to either read-out or write an address: 

 Punch in an address and confirm with the F key (for a loco decoder) or the W key (for 
an accessory decoder), after which the address is written to the loco (with installed de-
coder) sitting on the programming track or a decoder connected to the programming out-
put of the command station respectively. A successful programming is acknowledged on 
the same line in the display with “ACK”. An unsuccessful programming is indicated with 
and “Err …” message.  

    ZIMO decoders initiate a “hard reset” when programmed to address “0”. NOTE: This is 
only possible with ZIMO decoders. Decoders of other manufacturers are reset by writing 8 
to CV address 8. This procedure is also possible with ZIMO decoders giving two choices 
to initiate a hard reset. 

 Pressing the “A” key immediately after the “ADR …” line appears (without punching in an 
address), causes the command station to read out the address of any decoder connected 
to the programming output and displays it in the cab display, followed by the confirmation 
“READ”. An error message (“Err  ...”) appears if read-out is not possible.   

 You can now either overwrite an existing address, exit programming with the “E” key or 
branch off to CV programming with the “C” key. 

♦ “Operations mode programming” (capital “P” in display) to program CV’s com-
mences immediately with the line “ADR ..” as well, but is only displayed for informational 
purposes since the address cannot be changed in operations mode programming. 

♦  Programming CV’s is identical in either “service mode” or “operations mode” (capital “A” or 
“P” in display):  

 First, key in a CV number, accept with the “A” key, key in the desired value and accept 
again with the “A” key. 

 Programming in “service mode” is acknowledged with the confirmation “ACK” or an er-
ror message (Err ..); actual confirmation in “operations mode” programming will only be 
possible once bidirectional communication is implemented in decoders. Until then, 
“SENT” is displayed as an internal system confirmation only. 

 The  key switches the cab to binary programming, where the display in addition to the 
decimal values also displays the binary code and the number keys no longer are used to 
enter digits but to invert Bit values with the 0 .. 7 keys instead. The resulting decimal value 
is continually updated and displayed as well. Pressing the  key again, exits the cab from 
the binary programming.  

 After a CV is edited, a new entry (another CV) can be started by pressing the C key, 
where a new CV number can be entered, value changed etc. The C key can only be used 
that way after a CV editing operation is finished (accepted with the “A” key), because the 
“C” key acts as the “cancel” key while editing! 

 The data content of a CV can be read-out in “service mode” (and in the future thanks to 
bidirectional communications in “operations mode” as well). Press the “A” key twice after 
the CV number is entered to start the read-out.  

 
WHERE TO and BACK?                                                     Returns to the LOCO or SWI mode. 

► Exit programming procedures with the E key. 

 ERROR MESSAGES  
Err0: Stand-by voltage at start of programming less than 12 V. 
Err1: Voltage test timed out. 
Err2: Over current at start of programming (higher than 250 mA) 
Err3: Voltage too low for current consumption (rise of more than 60 mA is necessary) 
Err4: No decoder acknowledgment (doesn’t necessarily mean unsuccessful programming. 
Could also be because no consumers like head light or motor are connected or the current 
consumption of those is too low, thus decoder read-out is not possible. 
Err5: Over current at programming output end stage 
Err9: Selected register does not exist. 
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13. Radio operation with MX31FU & MXFU 

 
The radio cab is operated in the same way as a tethered version MX31. The MX31FU is a 
standard MX31 cab with the necessary radio components, a lithium-ion battery and a charging 
circuit added. It is also equipped with a complete CAN bus interface so that it can be operated 
in tethered mode as well. The lithium-ion battery can be charged either through the CAN bus 
(when used as tethered cab) or with an external power supply connected to the special socket 
on the side of the cab. The radio transmission is bidirectional, which means that the cab is also 
receiving information from the command station (e.g. current loco status). This allows for se-
cure hand-offs among radio and between radio and tethered cabs. 
Bidirectional communication also enables the radio cab to display acknowledgements (with a 
“communications dot” in the display), coming from the command station to confirm that the 
data actually arrived there.  
 
 
 
One or several radio cabs (MX2FU, 
MX21FU, MX31FU) can communicate 
with a radio base module MXFU, which 
is connected to the command station via 
the CAN bus. Three jumpers numbered 
“1”, “2” and “4” are available to choose 
from one of a possible 8 radio chan-
nels by selectively removing one or 
more jumpers. All jumpers are installed 
at time of delivery, which is the equiva-
lent to channel 0. 
 
 
 

IMPORTANT: INITIALIZE the RADIO CAB  

before the first radio transmission 
as well as after every configuration change (data format change in the command station, new radio channel 

selected on the radio base module etc.); otherwise communication will not be possible: 
 Before the MX31FU can be used in radio mode, both the MXFU base module and the radio cab have to be 

connected to the CAN bus and briefly operated in tethered mode! 
The new cab receives important data from the command station and the radio base module during this ini-
tialization process as well as a signature number to ensure the cab only communicates with the command 
station it belongs to and not with another ZIMO command station that happens to be in close proximity. A 
new initialization process is also necessary if the radio cab is connected to a different command station.  

 
Turning the MX31FU on/off in radio mode: 

In contrast to a tethered cab that comes to live automatically whenever the command station is 
turned on, a cab used in the radio mode needs to be turned on manually by pressing the “A” 
key. The cab turns off automatically if it sits idle for 10 minutes or the battery is nearly dis-
charged. It can also be turned off manually by pressing the “A” and “E” keys together. 
 
 

The display in radio mode: 

The display is identical to the tethered MX31. However, additional information is shown in most 
active displays (lower bar in OPERATOR mode): 
Antenna Symbol - The length of the mast symbol is an indication of the field strength while 
receiving a radio signal (data and acknowledgments sent back from the radio base module to 
the cab). Field strength in the opposite direction, cab to base module, is not indicated but will in 
most cases be the similar. 
Battery Symbol - indicates an estimated battery charge level. 
 
Charging the MX31FU’s built-in lithium-ion battery: 

When the MX31FU is operated in radio mode, it receives power from a built-in lithium-ion bat-
tery that supplies 3.7V at 1800 mA/h. The cab is supplied with the battery installed. The battery 
can be replaced after opening up the cab (2 screws on each side) but requires soldering. A 
battery replacement is only necessary in exceptional cases.                                                   
The cab can be operated for about 8 hours with a fully charged battery (time may vary; de-
pends heavily on surroundings, operating duration, illumination etc). 
The battery is being charged whenever the radio cab is connected to the CAN bus, which 
also allows the cab to be operated in tethered mode. An alternative power source (20 - 30V 
DC) can also be used. The built-in fast charger recharges the battery in about 2 hours. 
 

Radio Cab

 MX31FU

Battery charged
through CAN bus

Radio Cab

 MX31FU

Battery charged
with external power
supply

Radio Cab

 MX31FU

Charge battery and
operate cab with track
power.

Plug (2 / 5 mm),
polarity doesn’t matter

12 to 30 V power supply, AC or DC,
          about 1A

Plug (2 / 5 mm),
polarity doesn’t 
matter

Any kind of track
power from 12 to 24 V;
AC, DC or DCC.  

The current state of charge and the charging progress is indicated with a battery symbol in the 
display.  
Should the battery become discharged when operating outside (garden railroad), it can be 
powered directly from the track (through the socket on the left of the cab) and radio operation 
resumed! 
Noteworthy characteristics when operating in radio mode: 

Whether or not a radio communication is established is indicated to the user, similar as with 
the tethered cab, by the communications dot in the display (OPERATOR mode: left lower cor-
ner). When actuating the cab (address activation, speed changes, directional change, function, 
etc.), the communications dot lights up and remains lit until an acknowledgment is received 
from the radio base module. If the communications dot remains lit for an extended period of 
time, it indicates that the communication is interrupted (e.g. distance too far or other sources of 
interference). “AAF” is displayed if the communication is down completely. 
 ■ If several radio cabs are in operation, they should not be in close proximity to each other; a 
minimum distance of 1m (3 feet) between two cabs is recommended.  
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The Antenna (enclosed with the MXFU and MX21FU): 

The radio base module MXFU should never be operated without the antenna. Screw the an-
tenna to the terminal through the opening in the cover. The radio cab may be used without the 
antenna for short distances (@ 20m (60 ft.) and only few obstacles). Otherwise please mount 
the antenna!  
 
Actions to take in case of radio communication interference: 

There are 8 frequencies (channels) to choose from, selectable with jumpers next to the CAN 
bus sockets, in order to eliminate interferences coming from other radio equipment. After a fre-
quency change is made, connect the radio cabs briefly to the CAN bus to initiate communica-
tions. See above. 
The three jumpers marked “1”, “2” and “4” allow for 8 combinations and therefore 8 different 
channels to choose from. All jumpers bridged as delivered, results in channel “0”. 
The signature number mentioned at the beginning of this chapter can be changed in the MXFU 
by means of a CV, in case two systems with the same number are operated close by (rather 
unlikely). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

14. Glossary 

8/12  E-procedure to select between 8 and 12 functions 
ABK  E-procedure to set characteristic curves for AZ and BZ.  
ACK  Successful programming step acknowledged 
AOS  Automatc Operating Sequences 
ARS  Automatic Route Sequences 
AUS  Track power turned off 
AZ  E-procedure to set acceleration rate with cab (not CV) 

BAB 
 E-procedure for switch ladders, automatic operating sequences (AOS),  
 automatic routing sequences (ARS) etc. 

BI-ACK  Successful “bidirectional” programming acknowledged 
BI-READ  Successful “bidirectional” read-out 
BIN  Displays CV value as Binary code 
BZ  E-procedure to set deceleration rate with cab (not CV) 
CAN  Controller Area Network = ZIMO bus 
DCAB  Dual Cab mode, controls two engines simultaneously 
FU e/a  “A” key also functions to turn radio cab on/off when in radio mode 
H  Indicates Halt (stop) signal on track (light bar) 
ICO  Displays icons 
L  Indicates (light bar) when speed limit signal is applied  

M/D 
 E-procedure to set function keys to either momentary or 
 permanent “on” 

MN  Manual key: overrides stop, speed limits and momentum 
NO-READ  No value received from a “bidirectional” decoder 
NAM  E-procedure to add names 
P     Selects a DCC protocol 
PICT  Switches to pictorial 
PRA  Personal Railroad Assistant = PDA software 
PUK  Sends function commands as pulse chain commands (older LGB only) 
READ  CV read-out successful 
RG  Shunting key: half speed and/or shunting functions 
RÜB  E-procedure to set recall memory depth 
RM  Recall Memory depth indicator 
RM-L  Recall Memory for loco mode 
RM-SW  Recall Memory for switch mode 
s      Indicates speed step applied          
SSP  Emergency stop of all locos 
STP  CTC-Computer software by E.Sperrer 
STU  Button markings for quick speed step mode selection/confirmation 
T    Button for building or taking apart consists 
U    Button for “hand-offs” 
UEP    Short circuit on programming track output 
UES  Short circuit on main track output 
v     Actual speed reported back by decoder                         
XDACB  Exit dual cab mode 
ZST  Program for updating ZIMO hardware 
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99. SW - Version 3.01                  limited edition 
Things that don’t yet work … 

 

… as explained in this manual beginning with chapter 5: 

■ Still several abbreviations used (AAF, UES, …) instead of plain text. 
■ Switch ladder mode is not operational yet. 
■ Switching to list of names is at the moment only possible from the recall memory table or 

from the address input page but not from the LOCO or SWI mode. 
■ The initial display when programming a decoder in service mode (after pressing/holding the 

E key followed by the MN key) still shows an option to branch off to CV programming of 
modules (MX1, MX8, MX9 and the current cab); there will be a separate entry page for this 
later. 

 

… as explained in the QUICK GUIDE  
            (which already mentions anticipated new features in chapter 6): 

■ The operating mode “GUEST” is not yet implemented. 
■ The operating mode EXPERT is not yet implemented. 
■ The menus are not yet implemented. 
■ Still several abbreviations used (AAF, UES, …) instead of plain text. 
■ Light bar doesn’t “move” yet with speed slider, only red/green LED (bottom) and flashing se-

quence for “catching” speed setting. 
■ Switching to list of names is at the moment only possible from the recall memory table or 

from the address input page but not from the LOCO or SWI mode. 
■ Selection in some E-procedures can only be made using the indicated number keys but not 

by scrolling (e.g. E-procedure PUK). 
 

And what didn’t even make it into the QUICK GUIDE yet … 

■ Operating sequences (switch ladders, shuttle operations, AOS, ARS); they are however 
available and working as a tentative version, for the most part taken over from the MX21; 
see the MX21 manual. 

■ The individual parts of the menus. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  


